
 
  January 16, 2003 
 
 
 
Chuck Semborski, Environmental Supervisor 
Energy West Mining Company 
P.O. Box 310 
Huntington, Utah 84528 
 
 
Re: Approval of Mid-term review, PacifiCorp, Trail Mountain Mine, C/015/009-MT02, 

Outgoing File 
 
Dear Mr. Semborski: 
 
 The Division has completed a review of the Trail Mountain facility as required by   
R645-303-211.  You should recall that an analysis was sent to you on September 5, 2002 that 
discussed the review and required some additional information to be submitted.   
 
 We have now reviewed your response and have determined that you have met all of the 
requirements identified in the Mid-term review.  A copy of our latest analysis is enclosed.  As 
there are no deficiencies, this concludes the Midterm Review for the Trail Mountain Mine. 
 
 Thank you for your participation in this review process.  If you have any questions, 
please feel free to call me at (801) 538-5325. 
 
 
  Sincerely, 
 
 
 
  Daron R. Haddock 
  Permit Supervisor 
 
 
an 
cc: Price Field Office 
O:\015009.TMT\FINAL\AppMT02.doc 
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TECHNICAL ANALYSIS 
 
 The Division ensures compliance with the Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act 
of 1977 (SMCRA).  When mines submit a Permit Application Package or an amendment to their 
Mining and Reclamation Plan, the Division reviews the proposal for conformance to the R645-
Coal Mining Rules.  This Technical Analysis is such a review.  Regardless of these analyses, the 
permittee must comply with the minimum regulatory requirements as established by SMCRA. 
 
 Readers of this document must be aware that the regulatory requirements are included by 
reference.  A complete and current copy of these regulations and a copy of the Technical 
Analysis and Findings Review Guide can be found at http://ogm.utah.gov/coal 
 
 This Technical Analysis (TA) is written as part of the permit review process.  It 
documents the Findings that the Division has made to date regarding the application for a permit 
and is the basis for permitting decisions with regard to the application.  The TA is broken down 
into logical section headings which comprise the necessary components of an application.  Each 
section is analyzed and specific findings are then provided which indicate whether or not the 
application is in compliance with the requirements. 
 
 Often the first technical review of an application finds that the application contains some 
deficiencies.  The deficiencies are discussed in the body of the TA and are identified by a 
regulatory reference which describes the minimum requirements.  In this Technical Analysis we 
have summarized the deficiencies at the beginning of the document to aid in responding to them.  
Once all of the deficiencies have been adequately addressed, the TA will be considered final for 
the permitting action. 
 
 It may be that not every topic or regulatory requirement is discussed in this version of the 
TA.  Generally only those sections are analyzed that pertain to a particular permitting action.  
TA's may have been completed previously and the revised information has not altered the 
original findings.  Those sections that are not discussed in this document are generally 
considered to be in compliance. 

Sheila Morrison
 This Technical Analysis Guideline is intended to serve as a working document for the development, analysis and final production of the TA document for the Permit.  The information provided in this document which is intended for informational and guidance purposes only, has been marked in italics and will NOT be a printed part of the Final TA document. The Technical Analysis of the permit application for underground coal mining operations is divided into eight distinct sections; Introduction: Summary of Permit Conditions (Final TA)/Summary of Deficiencies (Draft TA): General Contents: Environmental Resource Information; Operation Plan; Reclamation Plan; Special Categories of Mining and Cumulative Hydrologic Impact Assessment. The objective of the requirements of the Environmental Resource Information section is to ensure that each application provides a complete and accurate description of the environmental resources that may be impacted or affected by proposed underground mining activities.  This information will be used to evaluate and determine whether the applicant can comply with the performance standards for underground mining without significantly affecting the environmental resources within the permit area, and, without adversely impacting any environmental resources outside of the permit area. The objective of the Operation Plan and the Reclamation Plan sections are to distinctly provide a description of existing or proposed facilities and structures, to ensure all facilities used in conjunction with mining or reclamation operation comply with their appropriate design and performance standards, and that such plans clearly demonstrate that the reclamation can successfully be achieved. The objectives of the Special Categories section of the TA is to separately and distinctly evaluate those special categories that, under the regulations, have performance standards which are particular only to such special categories. Organization of the Technical Analysis (TA) is as follows:SECTION HEADINGRegulatory Reference: (Pertinent federal and state rules and regulations)Minimum Regulatory Requirements: A concise restatement of the minimum regulatory requirements, paraphrased from the federal and state rules.  Information provided in this section serves as a guide for reviewer analysis and a basis comment.  This portion of the TA review document is not printed in the Final TA.  All sections of the TA, which are not part of the Final TA but provided as a guide for review, are show in italics.Analysis: Locate, identify and reference information in the application relative to this section in the opening paragraph under this section.  This serves as a guide not only to the current technical analysis review, but also as a ready reference for future reviews required during a permit change, mid-term review or permit renewal. Summarize the information proposed in the application.  Try to locate and describe the information in the plan that most directly addresses the requirements of the subsection. Analyze the information presented in the application for compliance with the minimum regulatory requirements.  Determine whether or not the information presented in the plan meets these minimum regulatory requirements.  If more information is required to determine whether or not the applicant is in compliance with this section, provide a basis for such additional information.  If more information is needed than just the minimum regulatory requirements, provide a brief but technically explicit reason for requiring more information.Findings: Analysis of the information in the plan should determine whether or not a finding can be made in regard to each section of the Technical Analysis.  The findings section must explicitly state whether or not the applicant is in compliance with the requirements of that particular section of the Technical Analysis. Findings with no deficiencies in the application or the proposed permit changes shall have the following form: Information provided in the (plan or application) meets the minimum (section) requirements of the regulations During the development of the Technical Analysis, a draft(s) of the TA may be issued by the Division to enumerate those deficiencies that must be addressed in the plan prior to approval.  Each deficiency shall cite the regulatory requirement that needs to be addressed, and, present a concise description of the nature of the deficiency.  In the event that the reviewer can suggest or recommend a revision to the plan that would correct the deficiency, it should be stated as such, but the deficiency should allow the permittee to address the deficiency in an alternate manner, so long as it meets the minimum regulatory requirements relative to the deficiency. Deficiencies in the application or the proposed permit changes shall have the following form: Information provided in the (plan or application) is not considered adequate to meet the minimum (section requirements of the regulations.  Prior to approval the permittee must provide the following in accordance with:R645-[Regulation Number], description of permit deficiency or failure to comply with the specific regulatory requirement.  Alternative or suggested methods of meeting compliance requirements

http://ogm.utah.gov/coal
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INTRODUCTION 
 

In a letter dated June 17, 2002, the Division notified Chuck Semborski, Energy West 
Environmental Supervisor, of the mid-term review.  On August 8, 2002, Pete Hess, the inspector 
assigned to this mine, along with Daron Haddock, Jim Smith, Wayne Western, and Joe Helfrich 
of the Division conducted a mid-term inspection.  Dennis Oakley represented the operator, 
Energy West, a subsidiary of PacifiCorp.  Photos taken during this inspection are currently 
located at O:/015009.tmt/Images/08082002. 
 

The midterm review for the Trail Mountain Mine was initiated by way of Division 
correspondence to Chuck Semborski, Environmental Supervisor on June 17, 2002.  The 
following items were chosen for review: 
 
1. An AVS check to ensure that Ownership and Control information is current and correct. 
 
2. A review of the plan to ensure that the requirements of all permit conditions, division 
 orders, notice of violation abatement plans, and permittee-initiated plan changes are 
 appropriately incorporated into the plan document.  
 
3. A review of the applicable portions of the permit to ensure that the plan contains 
 commitments for application of the best technology currently available (BTCA) to 
 prevent additional contributions of suspended solids to stream flows outside of the permit 
 area. 
 
4. A review of the bond to ensure that it is in order and that the cost estimate is accurate and 
 is escalated to the appropriate year dollars. 
 
 A TA, dated August 29, 2002, was sent to the Permittee on September 5, 2002.  In 
response, the Permittee obtained a new bond, and the response to ownership and control 
deficiencies is in amendment C/015/019-AM00A to Volume 1, Part 1, Appendix B of the 
Cottonwood/Wilberg Mine MRP. 

Sheila Morrison
 As part of the introduction to the Technical Analysis, the reviewer should provide an executive summary as to the results found in the TA.  This should include a brief chronology of the permit application, or permit change resultant in the revision of the TA.

Sheila Morrison
 During the development of the Technical Analysis, one or more drafts may be required in order to resolve deficiencies in the application in proposed permit changes.  The Draft Technical Analysis will use this section, Summary of Deficiencies, to elaborate on changes to the plan, which are prerequisites to approval. If a section is found to be unacceptable, the provisions in the finding must be addressed and submitted to the Division prior to approval.  Missing information or information, which does not specifically address the regulatory requirements, is most often the cause for determination that the information is incomplete or unacceptable. An example of the information to be presented in this section when writing a Draft Technical Analysis is as follows: The Technical analysis of the proposed permit changes cannot be completed at this time.  Additional information is requested of the permittee to address deficiencies in the proposal.  A summary of deficiencies is provided below.  Additional comments and concerns may also be found within the analysis and findings made in this Draft Technical Analysis.  Upon finalization of this review, any deficiencies will be evaluated for compliance with the regulatory requirements.  Such deficiencies may be conditioned to the requirements of the permit issued by the division, result in denial of the proposed permit changes, or may result in other executive or enforcement action and deemed necessary by the Division at that time to achieve compliance with the Utah Coal Regulatory Program. Accordingly, the permittee must address those deficiencies as found within this Draft Technical Analysis and provide the following, prior to approval, in accordance with the requirements of:R645-301-223, the permittee must revise the soil map units delineated on Map 12, Soils Survey Map.  Areas covered by coal mine waste where coal mine waste is covered by topsoil cannot be classified within the map units presented on the drawing or as described in the text of the plan.  The map and plan information must meet the requirements of the USDA/SCS National Cooperative Soil Survey as incorporated by reference in this section and as referenced by R645-302-314.14R645-301-232, the permittee must quantify the amount topsoil material and show the location of topsoil materials to be stockpiled within the permit area.  Adequate drawings and design information must be provided in the plan to demonstrate that these areas adequately protect the topsoil from erosion.52
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GENERAL CONTENTS 
 

IDENTIFICATION OF INTERESTS 
 
Regulatory Reference: 30 CFR 773.22; 30 CFR 778.13; R645-301-112 
 
Analysis: 
 

The ownership and control information is provided for in chapter one of the MRP.  An 
update to that information has been provided as an amendment, (00A), and response to the 
Cottonwood Midterm.  The end dates for individuals who have left their respective companies 
have been provided. The MRP and the AVS have been updated. 
 
Findings: 
 

The information provided is adequate to meet the requirements of this section of the 
regulations 
 

VIOLATION INFORMATION 
 
Regulatory Reference: 30 CFR 773.15(b); 30 CFR 773.23; 30 CFR 778.14; R645-300-132; R645-301-113 
 
Analysis: 
 

There are no outstanding notices of violation abatement plans for the Trail Mountain 
Mine facility.  There have been no coal mining and reclamation operations in the name of 
Nevada Electric Investment Company neither revoked or suspended nor has there been a 
performance bond forfeited in the five years preceding this review. 
 
Findings: 
 
The Trail Mountain Mine facility has met the regulatory requirements for this portion (item #2) 
of the midterm review. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Sheila Morrison
Minimum Regulatory Reference: The operator of the coal mine and all owners and controllers of the operation must be identified by name and address.  The Division with the Applicant/Violator System must crosscheck the information provided and other sources such as DOGM inspection and enforcement records, State corporation commission or tax records.  If the Division identifies any errors in the ownership or control information, the applicant must be contacted to resolve the matter immediately.  If the Division discovers that none of the persons identified in the application has had any previous mining experience, the applicant will be contacted to verify this fact. The Applicant/Violator System will be updated with new information received by the Division.

Sheila Morrison
Minimum Regulatory Reference:The application must inform the Division of any of the following: State or Federal permits suspension or revocation  Bond or other security forfeiture in the last five years; Any State or Federal violations received in the last three years by the applicant or any subsidiary, affiliate, or persons controlled by or under common control with the applicant.  All outstanding violations (regardless of date) must also be disclosed. The Division will review all available information and will not issue a permit if any operation owned or controlled by the applicant or linked to the applicant is in violation of SMCRA or the State Program or any State or Federal environmental law. The Division will notify the applicant of the violation, suspension or forfeiture hindering their current application for permit and give the applicant an opportunity to rebut the findings.  The Division will keep the Applicant Violator System updated.
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SPECIAL CONDITIONS OR STIPULATIONS TO THE PERMIT 
APPROVAL 
  
Regulatory References: 30 CFR773.17; R645-300-140; R645-300-145. 
 
Analysis: 
 
 The permit was renewed on February 21, 2000 and expires February 21, 2005.  One 
stipulation is attached to the permit.  The stipulation requires water-monitoring data to be 
submitted electronically into the Division’s Water Quality Database.  The data entry has been 
completed as required. 
 
Findings: 
 

There are no special conditions or stipulations attached to the current permit.  The 
permittee-initiated plan changes have been incorporated into the plan document.  The Trail 
Mountain Mine facility has met the regulatory requirements for this portion (item#2) of the 
midterm review. 
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OPERATION PLAN 
 

HYDROLOGIC INFORMATION 
 
Regulatory Reference: 30 CFR Sec. 773.17, 774.13, 784.14, 784.16, 784.29, 817.41, 817.42, 817.43, 817.45, 817.49, 817.56, 

817.57; R645-300-140, -300-141, -300-142, -300-143, -300-144, -300-145, -300-146, -300-147, -300-147, -300-148, -301-
512, -301-514, -301-521, -301-531, -301-532, -301-533, -301-536,  -301-542, -301-720, -301-731, -301-732, -301-733, -
301-742, -301-743, -301-750, -301-761, -301-764. 

 
Analysis: 

General 
 

One of the purposes of the mid-term review is to review applicable portions of the permit 
to ensure that the plan contains commitments for application of the best technology currently 
available (BTCA) to prevent additional contributions of suspended solids to stream flows outside 
of the permit area. 

 
During routine quarterly inspections and the mid-term inspection, Mr. Pete Hess of the 

Division has found several discrepancies between the way one ASCA is portrayed in the MRP 
and its actual construction and location at the minesite.  The Permittee has submitted amendment 
C/025/009-AM02A to correct the MRP.  Although there are discrepancies in the depiction of this 
ASCA in the MRP, the mid-term review and inspection have found that the plan contains 
commitments for application BTCA and that BTCA is being used to prevent additional 
contributions of suspended solids to stream flows outside of the permit area. 

Siltation Structures: Sedimentation Ponds 
 
 The sedimentation pond is designed for full containment of runoff from the disturbed 
area.  The main stream channel and tributaries are diverted beneath the mine pad through by-pass 
culverts.  The sedimentation pond as-built drawings are certified by a PE, and there have been no 
reported problems with operation of the pond.  Parameters and methods used in the design are 
not in the MRP so they cannot be  reviewed.   

Siltation Structures: Other Treatment Facilities 
 

There are two alternate sediment control areas (ASCAs) at the Trail Mountain Mine.  
One is at the north (upstream) end of the mine yard, where Cottonwood Creek is diverted into a 
bypass culvert.  The other is just south of the sedimentation pond, at the outlet for the pond. 
 

Sheila Morrison
 All underground mining and reclamation activities shall be conducted to minimize disturbance of the hydrologic balance within the permit and adjacent areas, to prevent material damage to the hydrologic balance outside the permit area, and to support approved postmining land uses in accordance with the terms and conditions of the approved permit and the performance standards of this part.  The Division may require additional preventative, remedial, or monitoring measures to assure that material damage to the hydrologic balance outside the permit area is prevented.  Mining and reclamation practices that minimize water pollution and changes in flow shall be used in preference to water treatment.

Sheila Morrison
 Sedimentation ponds, when used, shall: be used individually or in series; be located as near as possible to the disturbed area and out of perennial streams unless approved by the Division; and, be designed, constructed, and maintained to: Provide adequate sediment storage volume; Provide adequate detention time to allow the effluent from the ponds to meet State and Federal effluent limitations; Contain or treat the 10-year, 24-hour precipitation event ("design event") unless a lesser design event is approved by the Division based on terrain, climate, other site-specific conditions and on a demonstration by the operator that the effluent limitations will be met; Provide a nonclogging dewatering device adequate to maintain the required time; Minimize, to the extent possible, short circuiting; Provide periodic sediment removal sufficient to maintain adequate volume for the design event; Ensure against excessive settlement; Be free of sod, large roots, frozen soil, and acid- or toxic-forming coal-processing waste; and Be compacted properly. A sedimentation pond shall include either a combination of principal and emergency spillways or a single open-channel spillway configured as specified in this section, designed and constructed to safely pass the applicable design precipitation event.  The Division may approve a single open-channel spillway that is: of nonerodible construction and designed to carry sustained flows; or earth- or grass-lined and designed to carry short-term infrequent flows at non-erosive velocities where sustained flows are not expected. The required design precipitation event for a sedimentation pond meeting the spillway requirements of this section is: for a sedimentation pond meeting the size or other criteria of 30 CFR Sec. 77.216(a), a 100-year 6-hour event, or greater event as specified by the Division; or, for a sedimentation pond not meeting the size or other criteria of 30 CFR Sec. 77.216(a), a 25-year 6-hour event, or greater event as specified by the Division. In lieu of meeting the above spillway requirements, the Division may approve a sedimentation pond that relies primarily on storage to control the runoff from the design precipitation event when it is demonstrated by the operator and certified by a qualified registered professional engineer or, as applicable, a qualified registered professional land surveyor that; the sedimentation pond will safely control the design precipitation event; the water from which shall be safely removed in accordance with current, prudent, engineering practices; and, such a sedimentation pond shall be located where failure would not be expected to cause loss of life or serious property damage.  If the sediment pond is located where failure would be expected to cause loss of life or serious property damage, a sedimentation pond that relies primarily on storage to control the runoff from the design precipitation event may be allowed if, in addition to the design event, is: in the case of a sedimentation pond meeting the size or other criteria of 30 CFR Sec. 77.216(a), designed to control the precipitation of the probable maximum precipitation of a 6-hour event, or greater event as specified by the Division; or, in the case of a sedimentation pond not meeting the size or other criteria of 30 CFR Sec. 77.216(a), designed to control the precipitation of a 100-year 6-hour event, or greater event as specified by the Division.

Sheila Morrison
 Other treatment facilities shall be designed to treat the 10-year, 24-hour precipitation even unless a lesser design event is approved by the Division based on terrain, climate, other site-specific conditions and a demonstration by the operator that the effluent limitations will be met.  Other treatment facilities shall be designed, constructed and maintained accordance with the applicable requirements as described under sediment ponds.
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North ASCA 
 

The north ASCA is just outside the perimeter fence of the parking area, on the outslope of the 
berm that separates the parking area from the undisturbed area and Cottonwood Creek.  Silt 
fence is the designed sediment control for this small ASCA. 

 
During recent inspections it has been noted that although the silt fence is in need of 

maintenance, it has not been breached.  There has been no evidence of erosion or sedimentation 
or that sediment has reached the stream.   

 
The permittee desires to remove the silt fence in order to reduce maintenance.  The 

August 8, 2002 mid-term inspection report notes that, based on visual evidence, the silt fence is no 
longer needed.  The ASCA is rocky but well vegetated, and the rock and vegetation, mainly 
grass, appear to be providing most, if not all, of the sediment control.  The inspection report 
includes a recommendation that the permittee submit an amendment to the MRP for removal of 
this silt fence. 

 
South ASCA 

 
At the south ASCA, straw bales were placed adjacent to the stream to trap sediment that 

might be washed from the outslope of the sedimentation pond.  During the quarterly inspection 
on June 7, 2002, the straw bales at the south ASCA were found to be old, weathered, and falling 
apart, and there were large gaps between the straw bales:  the same conditions were observed 
during the August 8, 2002 mid-term inspection.  There was no sedimentation behind, between or 
in front of the bales, no signs of erosion, and no evidence of additional sediment or contributions 
of suspended solids to the stream at this location.  It is evident that the bales are not capable of 
trapping sediment or preventing erosion in their current condition.  Vegetation is well established 
upgradient of the ASCA and a large percentage of the area is covered by rock, and it is 
vegetation, rock, and litter that are controlling sedimentation and erosion. 

 
The description of this ASCA on page 38 (Chapter 7) and the design shown on Plates 3-1 

and 7-5 in the MRP do not match what has been seen at the site during inspections.  The straw 
bales described in the previous paragraph are downstream of and outside of the ASCA as it is 
shown on Plates 3-1 and 7-5.  The Permittee has submitted an amendment to the MRP 
(C/025/009-AM02A) to more accurately portray this ASCA in the MRP.  This proposed 
amendment includes removal of the straw bales, with the existing vegetation, rock, and litter 
providing sediment and erosion control. 

Siltation Structures: Exemptions 
 
 There are no small area exemptions at the Trail Mountain Mine. 
 

Sheila Morrison
 Exemptions to the requirements of this section may be granted if: the disturbed drainage area within the total disturbed area is small; and, the operator demonstrates that siltation structures and alternate sediment control measures are not necessary for drainage from the disturbed drainage areas to meet effluent limitations and applicable State and Federal water-quality standards for the receiving waters.
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Findings: 
 

Although there are discrepancies in the depiction of one ASCA in the MRP, the mid-term 
review and inspection have found that BTCA is being used to prevent additional contributions of 
suspended solids to stream flows outside of the permit area.  The noted discrepancies are being 
addressed in an amendment that is currently being reviewed by the Division for technical 
adequacy. 
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RECLAMATION PLAN 
 

BONDING AND INSURANCE REQUIREMENTS 
 
Regulatory Reference: 30 CFR Sec. 800; R645-301-800, et seq. 
 
Analysis: 

Determination of Bond Amount 
 

During the midterm review, the Division evaluated the reclamation bond.  The bond was 
$1,000,000 in 1999 dollars.  The reclamation cost estimate for the site was $1,091,611 in 2002 
dollars.  Because the cost estimate in 2002 dollars exceeded the then current bond by 5 percent, 
the Division concluded that the bond should be escalated for five years, to 2007, to insure that 
there is adequate bond to reclaim the site in the event of bond forfeiture. 
 

The estimated reclamation cost in 2007 dollars is $1,254,000. 
 
On November 27, 2002 the Division was notified by a letter from the Permittee that a 

new bond for $1,254,000 for the Trail Mountain Mine had been secured with Travelers Casualty 
and Surety Company.  
 
Findings: 
 
 The bond amount is sufficient to ensure reclamation in the event of bond forfeiture.  
 
 
 
 
O:\015009.TMT\FINAL\TA\TA_MT02-1.doc 

Sheila Morrison
 The amount of the bond required for each bonded area shall: be determined by the Division; depend upon the requirements of the approved permit and reclamation plan; reflect the probable difficulty of reclamation, giving consideration to such factors as topography, geology, hydrology, and revegetation potential; and, be based on, but not limited to, the estimated cost submitted by the permit applicant. The amount of the bond shall be sufficient to assure the completion of the reclamation plan if the work has to be performed by the Division in the event of forfeiture, and in no case shall the total bond initially posted for the entire area under 1 permit be less than $10,000.An operator's financial responsibility for repairing material damage resulting from subsidence may be satisfied by the liability insurance policy required in this section.
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